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Notes by Karen Thullner 
 
What is the target for the next cycle? There will probably need to be more than one tiger team. This is 
especially true if the tasks include both breast and lung cancers.  
This document is to be a starting place. Please insert any ideas or suggestions. We will need to find people to 
take over some of the tasks listed.  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n2KPZXvRSREJPCl102DUnkxtJpjvWOgynTv2POuyCMU/edit 
 
It may be beneficial to have someone from the breast cancer team. They would be familiar with the overlap 
of the cancers. Mark Kramer may be interested in this. There need to be a clinical individual along with a 
technical individual for both. This would be helpful and increase the crossover of any items.  
 
The May meeting will be used to determine who is doing what for the next cycle. Please consider your 
availability.  
 
The Model has increased work flows too follow the progress. The clinical phases and steps are simply defined 
for ease of use. Scaffolding should be contacted for information from SPUR.  
 
Need a page that interfaces clinical review with patient demographics, TNM staging, work flow, etc. This 
page interface could read as a document.  
 
Can you reverse engineer the information? Yes, this is available as a new feature. You can start with the use 
case scenario and take that back to the specific requirements needed. The use case and requirements tree 
should be done by Monday. Ultimately, there will be a dashboard of requirements and what needs to be 
completed.  
 
SOLOR started in the VA, but has grown beyond. This brings together tooling and some of the content that 
is out there. This provides harmony and a basis for the architecture. A SOLOR does provide a way to use 
intellectual property without infringing on rights.  
 
Eventually, the interface will be focused on viewing and making comments. It will be in a wireframe 
structure. Currently, the process is to create fields from use cases and requirements.  
 
This is created for the clinicians to navigate and add elements as needed. This is also to utilize existing 
establishments.  
 
The ballot period is open for the HL7 ballots. Please log in and comment, if you are a member of HL7. There 
are logical models and FHIR profiles. The comments are helpful in determining the next route for the model. 
Richard Esmond will email out the link for people after the call.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n2KPZXvRSREJPCl102DUnkxtJpjvWOgynTv2POuyCMU/edit

